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LEAST-SQUARES MODEL-IMAGE FITTING OF FLOATING
MODELS FOR BUILDING EXTRACTION FROM IMAGES

Sendo Wang*, and Yi-Hsing Tseng

ABSTRACT
Model-based building extraction (MBBE) from images has received intensive
research interest in the field of digital photogrammetry for the last decade. Model
description and a fitting algorithm are the primary issues addressed in this paper. This
paper proposes a novel approach, called the floating model, to modeling a variety of
buildings by fitting primitive models onto images. Each building is represented by a
combination of 3D primitive models, and each primitive model is associated with a
set of shape and pose parameters. Building extraction is carried out by adjusting these
model parameters until the projection of the model fits onto all images. A semiautomated strategy is proposed to increase the efficiency of the adjustments made to
the model. First, the model is manually dragged and dropped to the approximate
shape and position of all images. Then, the optimal fit is automatically computed by
means of the tailored Least-squares Model-image Fitting (LSMIF) algorithm, which
is the focus of this paper. The accuracy of the algorithm is assessed, and additional
constraints to ensure its robustness are introduced. Finally, the algorithm is tested on
real datasets and is compared with manually measured data to assess its empirical
accuracy. The results reveal that the function of LSMIF is stable and can generate
satisfying 3D information on a building comparable to manually measured data.
Key Words: least-squares adjustment, model-image fitting, building extraction, digital photogrammetry.

I. INTRODUCTION
3D spatial information is essential in a wide range
of applications, such as urban planning, architectural
design, tour guiding, telecommunications, and personal navigating systems. Although each application
requires different spatial information, buildings are
the required objects that they all have in common
(Gülch, 1996). To efficiently extract building models from images, several fully- or semi-automated approaches have been proposed in the fields of both
photogrammetry and computer vision (Lowe, 1991;
Förstner, 1999; Grün, 2000). Model-based building
extraction (MBBE), that is extracting buildings by
fitting pre-defined volumetric models onto images,
has been recognized as a convincing approach to
*Corresponding author. (Tel: 886-2-86656432; Fax: 886-62375764; Email: sendo@geomatics.ncku.edu.tw)
The authors are with the Department of Geomatics, National
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efficiently extracting buildings which can be implemented in practice (Braun, et al. 1995; Chapman, et
al. 1992; Lang and Förstner, 1996; Veldhuis, 1998).
MBBE relies on a model-image fitting algorithm
to obtain the optimal fit between model and images.
Attempts to solve the problem of model-image fitting
date back to the work of Sester and Förstner (1989).
By fitting the projected model onto the image, the
transformation parameters of the building model are
determined using a clustering algorithm followed by
a robust estimation of model parameters. This budding research has marked an important step toward
MBBE, although the algorithm is restricted to fit a model
onto one single image rather than multiple images. Concurrently in the field of computer vision for modelbased vision, Lowe (1991) proposed the least-squares
model-image fitting (LSMIF) algorithm to determine
the projection and model parameters that best fit a 3Dmodel to matching 2D-image features. Lowe’s study
developed the fundamental theory of the LSMIF for
generic applications. This rigorous fitting algorithm
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has been recognized as a key to dealing with MBBE
(Veldhuis, 1998; Vosselman, 1999). However, to apply LSMIF to MBBE, we need to tailor the generic
LSMIF theory to meet the specific situations of building modeling and model parameters. Vosselman and
Veldhuis (1999) modified Lowe’s algorithm to improve
pull-in range, but they did not clearly define the building
models and the fitting functions.
Our previous research (Tseng and Wang, 2003;
Wang and Tseng, 2004) has applied the principle of
constructive solid geometry (CSG) to modeling various buildings. Each primitive model is associated with
a set of model parameters that can be categorized into
shape and pose parameters. Building extraction is
implemented by adjusting the model parameters to fit
the model onto the images. Therefore, a tailored LSMIF
algorithm is necessary for fitting a primitive model to
the corresponding building part in the image to improve the efficiency of making adjustments to the model.
The proposed fitting algorithm is based on the minimization of the squares sum of the distances from the
edge pixels extracted from images to the corresponding edge of the projected primitive model.
We developed a PC program based on the proposed approach and selected 10 different buildings
which can be modeled as a combination of box and
gable-roof primitives for testing. Based on the test
data, we first investigate the convergence rate and
pull-in range to see how often the algorithm can deliver correct results. In order to increase the convergence rate, the method of adding some constraints into
the system is also introduced. The accuracy assessment is performed both theoretically and empirically.
Theoretical accuracy can be estimated by means of
the least-squares theory, and empirical accuracy is
obtained by comparing the results with manually
measured data using an analytical plotter.
II. FLOATING MODELS
1. Model Definition
Traditional photogrammetric mapping systems
concentrate on the accurate measurement of points.
The floating mark is a simple way to represent the
position of a point in space, and thus, has served as
the only measuring tool on stereo plotters. The idea
behind the floating mark is to depict the intersection
point V 1 of bundles from the projection centers O′
and O′′, through the image points v 1′ and v 1′′ to the
ground, as Fig. 1 shows. If either conjugate point v1′
or v 1′′ moves along the epipolar line, the intersection
point V 1 represented by the floating mark will rise or
sink along the bundle, thus seeming to “float” in the
object space. This simple representation of 3D coordinates has been very useful for photogrammetric
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Fig. 1 The concept of floating model

measurement and 2.5D mapping systems. However,
the floating mark reaches its limits when the conjugate points can not be identified due to occlusion or
interference by other noises. And with the increasing need for 3D object models, point-by-point measurement has become a bottleneck in the production.
To deal with the modeling problem, we propose
a novel conceptualization of floating models which
complies with CSG. The floating model is basically
a primitive CSG model, which determines the intrinsic geometric properties of a part of a building. Floating models can be categorized into four types: point,
linear feature, plane, or volumetric solid. Each type
contains primitive models which vary according to
practical needs. For example, linear features include
the line segment and the arc. Planes include the
rectangle, the circle, the ellipse, the triangle, and the
pentagon. Volumetric solids include the box, the
gable-roof house, the cylinder, and the cone. Despite
the variety in their shape, each primitive model commonly has a datum point, and is associated with a set
of pose parameters and a set of shape parameters. The
datum point and the pose parameter determine the
position of the floating model in object space. It is
adequate to use 3 translation parameters (dX, dY, dZ)
to represent the position and 3 rotation parameters,
tilt (t) around Y-axis, swing (s) around X-axis, and
azimuth ( α ) around Z-axis to represent the rotation
of a primitive model. Fig. 2 shows an example of
each type of model, based on a change in pose
parameters. The X′-Y ′-Z′ coordinate system defines
the model space and the X-Y-Z coordinate system
defines the object space. The little pink sphere indicates the datum point of the model. The yellow primitive model is in the original position and pose, while
the grey model represents the new position and pose
after having changed the pose parameters (dX, dY,
dZ, t, s, α ). It is very clear that the model is made to
“float” in space by controlling these pose parameters.
The volume and shape of the model remain the same
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Table 1 Vertex coordinates from model space to object space
Model
space
coordinate
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No.
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v7
v8
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(wcos α -lsin α , wsin α +lcos α , h)
(-lsin α , lcos α , h)

(dX, dY, dZ)
(wcos α +dX, wsin α +dY, dZ)
(wcos α -lsin α +dX, wsin α +lcos α +dY, dZ)
(-lsin α +dX, lcos α +dY, dZ)
(dX, dY, h+dZ)
(wcos α +dX, wsin α +dY, h+dZ)
(wcos α -lsin α +dX, wsin α +lcos α +dY, h+dZ)
(-lsin α +dX, lcos α +dY, h+dZ)
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Changing the pose of floating models by adjusting pose
parameters

while the pose parameters change. The shape parameters describe the shape and size of the primitive
model; for example, a box has three shape parameters:
width (w), length (l), and height (h). Changing the
values of these shape parameters elongates the primitive model in the three dimensions, but it still keeps
its shape as a rectangular box. Various primitive models may be associated with different shape parameters;
for example, a gable-roof house has an additional
shape parameter – the roof’s height (rh). Fig. 3 shows
an example of each type of model based on a change
in shape parameters. The point is an exceptional case
that does not have any shape parameters. The yellow
one is the original model, while the grey one is the
model after changing the shape parameters. The figure points out the other important characteristic of
the floating model – the flexibility of shape, with certain constraints. Changing the shape parameters does
not affect the position or the pose of the model.
2. Coordinate Systems
The proposed LSMIF algorithm implements
fitting in the context of the photo coordinate system.

Changing the shape of floating models by adjusting shape
parameters

A primitive model, however, is defined in the model
space. It is necessary to transfer the primitive model
from the model space to the object space by introducing a set of shape and pose parameters. Then, it has to
be projected onto the photo coordinate system on the
basis of the known exterior orientation parameters.
Furthermore, edge pixels extracted from the images
should be transferred to the photo coordinate system
for matching. Fig. 4 shows the transformation of a box
from model to photo coordinate system, as well as that
of the edge pixels from image to photo coordinate system.
The primitive model defined in the model space
is a simple unit solid; for example, a box is a unit
cube, the width, length, and height of which are all
equal to 1. The shape parameters will elongate or
shorten the box to the correct size, and the pose parameters will rotate and move the box to the correct
altitude and position in the object space. Since normal buildings rarely have rotations around the Y-axis
or the X-axis, the swing angle (s) and the tilt angle (t)
are neglected for the building extraction purpose.
Table 1 lists the eight vertex coordinates underlying
the transformation from model space to object space.
Each vertex in the object space is then projected onto
the images by the collinearity condition equations on
the basis of the known exterior orientation.
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Fig. 4 The coordinate systems involved in LSMIF
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Fig. 5 The extracted edge pixels and the buffer

III. LEAST-SQUARES MODEL-IMAGE
FITTING
1. Approximate Fitting and Buffer
An approximate fitting is required before applying the LSMIF algorithm. An interactive program is
developed for model selection, approximate fitting,
and visualization. To obtain as close to the correct
fitting as possible, this program provides a user interface that allows the operator to resize, rotate, and
move a model to approximately fit the corresponding
images. With the advantage of approximate fitting,
LSMIF iteratively pulls the model to the optimal fit
instead of blindly searching for the solution. To avoid
the disturbance of irrelevant edge pixels, only those
edge pixels distributed within the specified buffer
zones are used in the calculation of the fitting
algorithm. Fig. 5 depicts the extracted edge pixels
T ijk and the buffer determined by a projected edge
vi1vi2 of the model. The suffix i represents the index
of edge lines, j represents the index of overlapped
images, and k represents the index of the edge pixels.
Filtering edge pixels with a buffer is reasonable, since
the discrepancies between the projected edges and the
corresponding edge pixels should be small, as the
model parameters are approximately known.
However, the size of the buffer has to be carefully
chosen because it will directly affect the convergence
of the computation, i.e., the pull-in range. We propose a decreasing buffer strategy to improve the pullin range of LSMIF – “The initial buffer should be

wider to include more edge pixels as the iteration
begins, and narrower to ensure the convergence as
the iteration ends.” In our experiments, the initial
buffer size is set to 3 m and is decreased 0.5 m after
each iteration until it reaches the final size of 0.5 m.
2. Objective Function and Least-squares Adjustment
The fitting condition we are looking for is projected model edge lines that exactly fall on the building edges in the images. In Eq. (1), the distance d ijk
represents a discrepancy between an edge pixel T ijk
and its corresponding edge line vi1vi2 , which is expected to be zero. Therefore, the objective of the fitting function is to minimize the sum of squares d ijk.
Suppose a projected edge line is composed of the projected vertices v i1(x i1, y i1) and v i2(x i2, y i2), and there
is an edge pixel T ijk(xijk, yijk) located inside the buffer.
The distance d ijk from the point T ijk to the edge vi1vi2
can be formulated as the following equation:
d ijk

(yij1 – yij2)x jk + (xij2 – xij1)y jk + (yij2 xij1 – yij1 xij2)
=

,

(xij1 – xij2) 2 + (yij1 – yij2) 2
(1)

where i = the index of the edge lines
j = the index of the overlapped images .
k = the index of the edge pixels
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The photo coordinates vi1(xi1, yi1) and vi2(xi2, yi2)
are functions of the unknown model parameters,
whereas the exterior-orientation parameters of photos are known. Therefore, d ijk will be a function of
the model parameters. Taking a box model as an
example, d ijk is a function of w, l, h, α , dX, dY, and
dZ, with the hypothesis that a normal building rarely
has a tilt angle (t) or swing angle (s). The leastsquares solution for the unknown parameters can be
expressed as:
Σd ijk2 = Σ[F ijk(w, l, h, α , dX, dY, dZ)] 2 → min.
(2)
Equation (2) is a nonlinear function with regard
to the unknown parameters, so that Newton’s method
is applied to solving these unknown parameters. The
nonlinear function is differentiated with respect to the
unknown parameters and becomes a linear function
by ignoring the second and higher order terms with
regard to the increments among the unknown parameters as the following equation demonstrates:
d ijk – Fijk0

≅

∂Fijk
∂Fijk
∂Fijk
∂Fijk
∆w +
∆l +
∆h+
∆α
∂l 0
∂h 0
∂w 0
∂α 0
+

∂Fijk
∂Fijk
∂Fijk
∆dX +
∆dY +
∆dZ (3)
∂dX 0
∂dY 0
∂dZ 0

In this equation, Fijk0 is the approximation of the
function Fijk calculated with given approximations of
the parameters. Given a set of approximate
parameters, the least-squares solution for the corresponding increments can be calculated, and the approximations are then updated with the calculated
increments. Repeating this calculation, the unknown
parameters can be solved iteratively until all increments are below thresholds.
The linearized equations can be expressed in
matrix form: V = AX – L, where A is the matrix of
partial derivatives; X is the vector of increments; L
is the vector of approximations; and V is the vector
of residuals. The objective function actually can be
expressed as q = V TPV → min, where P is the matrix
of weights. For each iteration, X can be solved by
the matrix operation: X = (A TPA) –1A TPL. The iteration normally leads to convergence. But inadequate
image features, affected by irrelevant features or
noise, or bad initial approximations may lead the computation to a wrong answer.
3. Weighting Rules
Since the detected edge pixels are the target in
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the LSMIF algorithm, the quality of detection is crucial to the result of the fitting. A distinct edge pixel
usually has a higher gradient intensity, which can be
extracted by most of the edge detectors. However,
an indistinct edge pixel may not be detected or may
be detected together with other non-edge pixels. If
all extracted pixels are equally treated as the fitting
targets, the non-edge pixels could lead the fitting to
a wrong position. Therefore, it is more reasonable to
give a different weight to each pixel detected in the
LSMIF process according to its quality. According
to our experiments, we suggest that the edge pixels
be filtered based on gradient vector and then weighted
by gradient intensity.
The gradient vector symbolizes the direction of
the extracted edge of that pixel. Under ideal
conditions, the projection of the wire-frame model
should overlap exactly the detected edge pixels. The
angle between the projected edge and the gradient
vector should be 90° or 270°. Therefore, the angle
between the projected edge of the wire-frame model
and the gradient vector of the detected edge pixel
should be taken as the filter of the detection quality.
Since the image orientation is known, the wire-frame
model can be projected onto the image by using collinear condition equations. The gradient vector can
be computed from the gradient intensity after detection by the Sobel operator or the Canny detector.
Thus, the angle λ between the projected edge and the
gradient vector can be solved. Weighting the pixel 1
when λ = 90° or 270° and 0 when λ = 0° or 180°, the
weight function w λ(x, y) of the detected pixel I(x, y)
must be normalized, as shown in Eq. (4).
w λ(x, y) = [sin(2 λ – 90°) + 1]/2

(4)

Edge pixels usually have higher gradient intensities than non-edge pixels, which is an idea common
to all edge detectors. Having the same range, the
weights must be normalized between 0~1. That is,
the pixel with the maximum gradient intensity should
be assigned a weight of 1, while the pixel with the
minimum gradient intensity should be 0. After detection by the Sobel operator or the Canny detector,
the gradient intensity image G and the maximum intensity g max are computed from the original image I.
Then, every pixel of G is divided by g max to derive a
new gradient intensity image P. The intensity of
P(x, y) is taken as the normalized weight w g(x, y) of
the detected pixel I(x, y), as in Eq. (5).
w g(x, y) = P(x, y) = G(x, y)/g max

(5)

Therefore, every extracted pixel is first filtered
by means of the vector difference λ , and then
weighted on the basis of gradient intensity P. With a
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6 The difference between (a)equal-weighting and (b)proposed weighting rules

carefully chosen threshold value of λ , this rule can
effectively prevent extracting non-edge pixels. The
LSMIF process will be faster and more accurate due
to the weakening of the influence of the non-edge
pixels. Fig. 6 depicts the difference between equalweighting rules and the proposed rule. Both images
have the same extracted pixels (red), but the different weighting rules lead the LSMIF to generate different wireframe models (green).

box-like building by following the semi-automated
strategy.
2. Accuracy Assessment
After each iteration, the root mean square error
of unit weight (σ0) can be derived from the vector of
residuals (V) and the matrix of weights (P). It serves
as an index to the theoretical accuracy of the fitting.
The smaller σ0 refers to a more reliable result since it
represents the edge pixels are closer to the line segments.
Take the fitting test of the box-like building in Fig. 9
for example, the model parameters and σ0 after each of
11 iterations are listed in Table 2. The root mean square
error of unit weight is getting smaller because not only
the convergence but also the decreasing buffer size.
The fitting results of the 110 buildings are compared with the manual measurements on the stereo
plotter. The 3D vertex coordinates of each primitive
model are derived from the shape and pose
parameters. The differences between the coordinates
derived from the LSMIF and the manual measurements refer to the empirical accuracy of the fitting.
The averages and root mean square errors of the differences are listed in Table 3. The average of the
absolute differences along each axis is about 29.1 cm
(X), 22.3 cm (Y), and 79.9 cm (Z). The averages are
close to zero, which indicates that no systematic error exists. The average of the absolute differences in
the X-Y plane is about 36.7 cm that meets the standard of 50 cm for 1:1000 scale topographic mapping.
There are two reasons for the larger average of the
absolute difference along Z-axis. The first reason is
that the vertical accuracy was originally worse than
horizontal accuracy due to the small baseline-length
to flying-height ratio of Aerial Photogrammetry. The
second reason is that the LSMIF fits model to the top
of the parapet while the operator measures the top of
the roof-floor. Therefore, the empirical accuracy in
3D is downgraded to about 87.9 cm.
^

^

IV. EXPERIMENTS
The test data are aerial photos of the NCKU
campus, digitized by means of a photogrammetric
scanner at a 25 µm resolution. The original photos
were taken with a 305.11 mm-focal-length aerial camera
at the height about 1600 m, so the average photo scale
is about 1:5000. The end-lap between photos is more
than 60%, and the side-lap is more than 30%. Ten
buildings, shown in Fig. 7, were arbitrarily selected
for a series of experiments. All of the buildings are
properly modeled by a combination of box-solid and
gable-roof primitives; there are 23 primitive models.
For each primitive model, it takes about 15-20 sec to
complete the fitting. To evaluate the accuracy of LSMIF,
all of the visible building corners were measured with
an analytical plotter by an experienced operator.
1. Semi-automated Building Extraction
The proposed semi-automated extracting strategy is shown in Fig. 8. The basic premise is that “Humans are good at interpretation, whereas computers
are good at calculation.” Therefore, the high-level
tasks, such as primitive model selection, approximate
fitting, Boolean set operation, and modification, are
accomplished by an operator. On the other hand, the
low-level tasks, such as the complicated calculation
of the optimal fitting, are accomplished by computer
programs. Fig. 9 shows an example of extracting a

^
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Building 1

Building 4

Building 2
Building 3

Building 6

Building 5

Building 8

Building 7

Building 10

Building 9

Fig. 7 The 10 Buildings selected for experiments

3. Multiple Images Fitting
Increasing the overlapped image number would
provide different views of the same building, so the
probability of seeing the occluded edges is also

increased. Take the box-like building for example;
there are at most 9 edges visible in one image while
the other 3 edges are self-occluded. But these three
edges might be visible in the other images. Fig. 10
shows the visibility of a box model’s 12 edges on 4
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Table 2 The parameters of a box model after each iteration
Iter. No.

dX (m)

dY (m)

dZ (m)

l (m)

w (m)

h (m)

α (°)

σ^0 (mm)

Pixels in Buffer

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

169208.815
169208.784
169208.763
169208.719
169208.666
169208.557
169208.641
169208.484
169208.510
169208.442
169208.405

2544552.125
2544552.417
2544552.518
2544552.563
2544552.560
2544552.469
2544552.260
2544552.148
2544552.100
2544552.135
2544552.172

21.930
24.302
26.041
26.661
25.580
23.209
20.673
20.455
20.419
20.792
20.969

6.067
6.179
6.220
6.288
6.280
6.283
6.204
6.204
6.138
6.162
6.161

25.410
25.111
25.015
24.923
24.911
25.014
25.191
25.200
25.138
25.048
25.001

14.076
12.074
10.820
10.568
11.744
13.925
15.780
16.427
16.849
16.843
16.858

4.8762
4.1063
3.5322
3.3778
3.6577
4.4964
5.1254
5.3311
5.0658
5.0090
5.0051

0.0225
0.0207
0.0210
0.0186
0.0149
0.0099
0.0060
0.0031
0.0016
0.0012
0.0012

1198
1181
1198
1182
1119
1044
962
909
824
792
788

Modelbase
Computer

Manual

Computer

Manual

Mlauna

Yes

Yes
Select
primitive

Initial
projection

Approximate
fitting

Optimal
fitting?

No

LSMIF

Modification

Complete?
No

Fig. 8 The proposed semi-automated procedure of the floating model

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9

A pair of images superimposed with the extracted edge pixels (cyan) and the projected wire-frame model (yellow). (a) The approximate fit made by manual adjustment. (b) The optimal fit after 11 iterations by LSMIF

overlapped images. Edges L 1, L 2, L10 are occluded in
image A. Edges L 2, L 3, L11 are occluded in image B.
Edges L 1, L 4, L 9 are occluded in image C. Edges L 1,
L 3, L4, L 9, L 12 are occluded in image D. As common

photogrammetric tasks, it is difficult to select only
two images to measure all edges. Our approach is
capable of fitting all 12 edges of a box model because
it deals with all four images simultaneously. The
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Table 3 The statistical differences between manual measurement and LSMIF computation

Maximum (m)
Minimum (m)
Average of Absolutes (m)
Average (m)
RMSE (m)

∆X

∆Y

∆Z

∆X 2 + ∆Y 2

∆X 2 + ∆Y 2 + ∆Z 2

0.983
-0.733
0.291
0.161
0.3296

0.723
-0.985
0.223
0.070
0.2770

3.034
-1.932
0.799
0.047
1.0335

1.220
1.228
0.367
0.176
0.4305

3.270
2.289
0.879
0.182
1.1196

L11

L10

L3
L1

L12
Image A

L3

L4

Image B

L4

L9

L2

L11

L2

L12
Image C

Image D

Fig. 10 The visibility of a box’s 12 edges on 4 different images

(a)

(b)

Fig. 11 Imposing constraints on model parameters: (a) Incorrect fitting due to the invisible bottom; (b) Successful fitting after imposing
constraints on h and dZ

increasing observation number does not only increase
the reliability but also improves the accuracy.
4. Additional Constraints
Because the LSMIF algorithm fits the model to
the extracted edges on images, the correctness of the
fitting depends on the correctness of the edge
extraction. Any edge pixels that do not belong to the
building may lead the LSMIF to incorrect results.
There are two approaches to fixing incorrect fittings.
The first approach is to impose constraints on a certain parameter. If a certain parameter is known from
another data source, the increment of the parameter

should always be zero during iterations. This is especially useful under conditions of information loss.
For example, shadows or other buildings may occlude
the bottom edges of the primitive model. If the nearby
ground height can be measured, the parameter of dZ
can be determined and fixed. Fig. 11 shows an example in which the bottom edges are invisible, but
the fitting can be carried out successfully by imposing constraints on h and dZ.
The second approach is to designate a pixel and
force the corresponding line segment to fit the pixel.
It is useful when there are two or more parallel edges
extracted, such as the parapet. Fig. 12 depicts a successful correction example by designating a pixel.
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Designated
pixel

(a)

(b)

Fig. 12 Forcing the edge fit to a pixel. (a) Originally fit to the
inner side of the parapet. (b) Correctly fit to the outer
side.

With these two constraints imposed, the building can
be extracted completely. This is one of the great benefits that make floating models superior to the traditional stereo point-by-point measurement.

constraints, the influence of irrelevant noise data can
be decreased and the accuracy can be improved.
Furthermore, the proposed LSMIF algorithm is capable
not only of extracting buildings, but also of determining image orientation. The ideal scenario would be
integrating aerial and close-range photogrammetry. First,
extract the essential models of the building from orientation-known aerial images. Then, use these models to determine the orientation of the close-range images.
Finally, extract the sophisticated model from the closerange images. This scenario shows the capability and
potential of floating models in producing building
models. It also reveals that the function of LSMIF is
stable and can generate satisfying 3D information on
a building comparable to manually measured data.
NOMENCLATURE
CSG
d ijk

V. CONCLUSIONS

Constructive Solid Geometry
The distance from an extracted edge
pixel T ijk to its corresponding edge line
vi1vi2

An LSMIF algorithm is introduced and evaluated for its use of floating models to extract buildings from multiple images. This algorithm iteratively
fits a pre-defined primitive model onto aerial photos
and determines the optimal model parameters on the
basis of known orientation. It is capable of fitting
multiple photos simultaneously, which is helpful
when some edges are visible in one image but others
are only visible in other images. By imposing
constraints, such as ground height and roof height,
the building can be entirely extracted even though its
bottom is occluded. Furthermore, the floating model
extracts buildings object by object, and thus it is more
efficient than point-by-point measurements. There
are a number of characteristics of the proposed
approach:
• The semi-automated strategy combines human ability in image interpretation and computer algorithmic potential.
• Compared to the traditional point-by-point
mapping system, this approach provides floating models to extract data object-by-object.
• The reliability is improved by fitting multiple
images simultaneously. Aerial and closerange images can be used together for the fitting of a primitive model.
• There is no need for stereo viewing.
• It complies with constructive solid geometry,
so a complex building can be modeled on the
basis of a number of primitives.
The experimental results show the reliability and
potential of this approach. By introducing adequate

dX

The translation along X-axis of the
datum point of a model
dY
The translation along Y-axis of the
datum point of a model
dZ
The translation along Z-axis of the
datum point of a model
G
The gradient intensity image of the
original image
The maximum intensity in G
g max
h
The height of a model
I(x, y)
The grayscale intensity of the original
image
l
The length of a model
L 1, L 2, L 3, ... Edges of a model
LSMIF
Least-squares Model-image Fitting
MBBE
Model-based Building Extraction
P
Normalized gradient intensity image
r-c
Image coordinate system
rh
The roof’s height of a model
RMSE
Root Mean Square Error
s
A model’s swing angle around X-axis
t
A model’s tilt angle around Y-axis
The k th extracted edge pixel of the i th
T ijk
edge in the j th image
v 1, v 2, v3, ... Vertices of a model
w
The width of a model
The weight function according to the
w g(x, y)
gradient intensity of the detected pixel
I(x, y)
The weight function according to the
w λ(x, y)
gradient vector of the detected pixel
I(x, y)
x-y
Photo coordinate system
X-Y-Z
Object coordinate system
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X’-Y’-Z’
α
λX

λY
λZ
λ
σ0
^

Model coordinate system
A model’s azimuth angle around Z-axis
Vertex’s coordinate difference in Xaxis between LSMIF fit model and stereo measurement
Vertex’s coordinate difference in Yaxis between LSMIF fit model and stereo measurement
Vertex’s coordinate difference in Zaxis between LSMIF fit model and stereo measurement
The angle between the projected edge
and the gradient vector
The root mean square error of unit
weight after each iteration of LSMIF
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